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Proposed educational network scheduled as part of library

Groups gain national prominence with official installation ceremonies

Boise State welcomed a new social fraternity, Sigma Tau Gamma, last weekend. The group was colorized here during ceremonies conducted by National Representative, Keith Brown of St. Louis, Mo.

A reception for parents, alumni and members under the supervision of fraternity advisor and honorary member, Dean chall. The group will sponsor an ETV station beginning in late March 27 with the proceeds going to the annual Easter Seals campaign.

Pre-colorization officers were Ed Wetker, president; Cecil McRide, vice president of membership; Stan Cloon, vice president of reeducation, and Bob Gren, vice president of education.

Other pre-colorization officers were Rex Reagan, sergeant-at-arms; Ray Hahn, vice president of management. Secretary for the group is Michelle Harrison.

Other initiates were Jim Kenet, Allen Fitzgerald, Rex Nelson, W. Alan Hahn and Ken Griffith.

Cindy Fiske becomes social chairman; Suzanne Bush, assistant social chair; Kermit Williams, historian and librarian; Rita Seely, vice president, Lynda Christie, president; and Kulp, executive vice president.

Marty Miller, John Malin, Ivan Rice, Fred Dears, Darrell Hamilton, completed the list.

Other members of Sigma Tau Gamma are Donn Danes, Jim Cushing, Barry Hope, Gary Granoff and Dave Friend.

Other educational and non-profit organizations that are being colorized include: National Geographic Society, AMS representative, and Eva Langbridge.

Also being initiated is Joanna Langbridge.

Others being pledged are Linda Jarrett, Robin Jasson, Fred Page and Joyce Harrison. Alpha Chi Omega was founded in 1893 at DePau University. The group was a collegiate chapter, 261 alumni chapters, and club membership is nearly 70,000.

Participating in the installation will be the national extension chairman, Mrs. William Davis, of Indianapolis, Indiana.

Installation will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, in the College Building.

Nestor of the Sigma Phi Beta sorority chapters in the country, the Delta Rho chapter at BSC, was installed Feb. 21 at a ceremony attended by several national officials.

The newly installed is for Gamma Phi in Idaho. The University of Idaho group was installed in 1909 and the one at Idaho State in 1949.

Mrs. Frank McNeck of Seattle, international Grand President, was in attendance of the Delta Rho chapter at BSC, installed 11 college girls who have been pledged since the organization was colorized last fall.

The initiates mentioned are Sue Cider, Cathy Durall, Marie Dworkin, Nancy Jackson, Carol Kurish, Anne King, Sharon Jackson, Mary Fink, and Cindy Waghoff, Linda Garcia and Marilyn Cohos.

Mrs. William Taylor coordinated the ceremony and installation plans, assisted by the ladies, Mary McNulty, Richard R. Smith, Vernon Broekey, Frank Bowles, John Wind, Phillip Kleffner and Joan Mendiola.

Also helping to organize the chapter is Miss Nancy Keath, from Idaho who is a Gamma Phi Beta field secretary.

Parties held in connection with the ceremony included an alumni banquet held at the home of Mrs. Laurel Kline, a formal banquet honoring the officers, receiving of the charter and presentation of awards at the Christmas party, giving of Christmas presents to the Day Care Center Rush week activities and an exchange with Kappa Sigma fraternity.

What are plans for ETV at BSC?

Are there broadcasting facilities colorized at this time, or both. If the facility is to be colorized in the next library addition, what money will be taken from the funds presently allocated for "library" to equip and staff the ETV station?

Is a television station compatible with a library situation?

How will connections be made from campus to the Dear Point transmitters?
Alumni job open

The President's Office announced the creation of a new full-time position as Director of Alumni Affairs.

The position is available on July 1, 1970, the salary is open depending on the background, experience and qualifications of the candidate.

Dr. Bathe states: "Recent increases in the number of graduates at Boise State College and a commitment to serve the alumni has prompted us to create this position. It should be thought of as a career position with Boise State College. Former students who received their baccalaureate from other institutions will be considered for the position of Director of Alumni Affairs as well graduates of Boise State. If you know of a person who is interested in a career with BSC, please bring this position to his attention and ask him to write to the Office of the President, Boise State College, 1901 Campus Drive, Boise, Idaho 83707."

Review

Sex ranks third on shelves

by Bill Sommers

Currently the third largest seller (nonfiction) in the United States. Everything you always wanted to know about sex is far from a medical dictionary, but it can hardly be labeled as smut. The book IS a delightful, amusing discussion of the problems presented by Dr. Reuben in an easy-to-read question and answer style that makes the reader feel he is speaking with the author.

Dr. Reuben contends that sex is fun--and funny, hence the reasons we cover our mouths and giggle whenever someone mentions homosexuality or masturbation. Dr. Reuben covers a long range of subjects pertaining to sex, including: male impotence, masturbation, menstruation, prostitution, abortions, aphrodisiacs and on and on. For example, did you know that women can become pregnant even during their menstruation cycle? And I'm sure you have heard the story about the guy who slips his Spanish Fly. The more realistic story is that the girl goes into convulsions, and upon hospitalization is given a 50-50 chance to live. Not only does the book answer questions the reader has secretly wondered about, but answers many questions that no one would ever think of asking--but should.

Without a doubt it will answer what you've always wanted to know about sex--but were afraid to ask.

Meet the doublehelper. Study him well, for he may turn out to be you. Dubblehelpers have just got to be the hungriest guys in the world. No calorie-counters they, though often they be tall and lank and lean. And it takes double-everything to fill up the empty space in between. For this ravenous fellow we trot out our specialty. The Double Cheeseburger, a doublehelper's dream. Or the Double Hamburger. (Or BOTH?) And the Double Nachos. All served—you guessed it—ON THE DOUBLE!

*Anglo-Saxon wisdom spoken here

* Home of Friendly Family Dining
KING'S Food Host U.S.A.

NEXT TO KMART:

Petitions for ASB available Mar. 16

Petitions for students interested in running for Associated Student Body offices will be available Monday, March 16 in the office of the Director of Student Activities.

Offices open for candidacy are ASB president, vice president, social chairman, treasurer and comptroller. Also available to students wishing to run for an ASB office are a complete list of regulations governing ASB electoral procedures.

Car Insurance Problem?

"Call The Experts"

DAVE SARVIS

Insurance Specialist

342-4400

Lowest Rates in Idaho

Impeccable Service
WAR in Idaho... but no moratorium planned

by Marty Gregory

On the evening of Feb. 20, 1970, "War" broke out in Idaho! The invading army was only eight members strong and their weapon wasn't rifles or bayonets, but rather drums, guitars and the all-conquering voice of Eric Burdon. Burdon (of Animals fame) has been in town putting together this new group, and the resultant collage of driving beats, soulful vocals and expertise and Eric's soulful vocalization spell out one of the heaviest bands ever heard in this area. "War" consists of six Negroes and one white native of Copenhagen, "War" provides stonewall support for the soul-rock-delivery of Burdon. Versatile is the word which best describes this style and this versatility was exemplified in the songs which made up their hour-and-a-half set of Mardi Gras Ballroom on Friday night. The backbone of Popa Dee's conga drum began the show, and the primitive rhythm that this instrument suggests is a binding factor in the overall sound of "War." The drumming of Harold Brown and B.B. Dickerson's solid bass lines are combined with the conga to produce a syncopated background for Burdon's version of the Rolling Stones' hit, "Paint It Black."

In dramatic contrast to the opening number, 'Knights In White Satin,' (originally recorded by the Moody Blues) featured the soothing flute of Charlie Miller.

Apple explains 'hard core' policies; plans 'Earth Day' for environment

by Kevin Thienes

We, the members of Apple, are asking you, the students of Boise State to help us. We are sponsoring "Earth Day" on April 22 in competition with a nationwide environment day. We want this to be our biggest thing yet, both Boise and the state of Idaho, but we cannot do it without your help.

I know that many of you are somewhat hesitant about helping us, but I guess you are not sure of what APPL3 stands for. APPL3 is a group of liberal students who want to bring about needed social change through practical and peaceful means. Can you question the need for certain changes within our societal structure? How can you help bring about this change through a legal democratic process? It was called the "witch's foot" in the Middle Ages, and it was a common symbol of the devil, with the crescent reversed and broken.

Additional information can be obtained from "The Book of Signs" by Rudolph Koch. The book is a compendium of more than 1300 signs of modern and ancient cultures. Introduced in 1968, this book is a study of the cultural and religious symbols that are a reflection of the spiritual and social conditions of the people who thought these symbols up.

Editor, The Arbiter

The desire to stay after the show were treated to some more of this gentleman's talent when he turned to a few members of Struggle (a local band which played the first set of the concert). The most impressive number of the night was Thursday. In which they did a fairly earthy rendition of "Tookee Road." But the group got into an improvised section in the middle of the song and the congregation was taken down to touch "the shadow of death" (as Eric put it).

Then, picking up the audience along with the tempo, he lifted everyone's spirits and brought about a "miraculous" revival. Such is the voice and the power of presence of Eric Burdon.

Letters to the editor

Editor, The Arbiter

The perspectives pictured in the current issue of the Arbiter, in violation of the law because it contains a peace symbol with stars and stripes, has another member of the editorial staff who is not mentioned in Terry Etter's article entitled "God and Country." Many Americans are familiar with the American call to arms "The Broken Cross" with the American flag as a background. Some are even willing to wear it, but, what most of them do not know is that it is also used as the anti-Christ symbol. Formerly of Romania, states "The symbol of the Communist party is a very well known symbol."

It is was called the "witch's foot" in the Middle Ages, and it is a common symbol of the devil, with the crescent reversed and broken.

Addition information can be obtained from "The Book of Signs" by Rudolph Koch. Time Magazine, on its cover of June 7, 1968, carried a picture of a bearded youth as the devil's foot. For all the world to see, he wore "The Broken Cross."

This was a victory for the Communists. If Michael D. Plitch's foot is not a violation of the law, this will be another victory for the Communists.

Every symbol of "The Broken Cross" (witch's foot) is noted gloriously by the Godless Communists, who can see how frightening and vulnerable the Americans really are.

The origin of the symbol is not as important as the intent of the manufacturer and seller.

Social change through legal means, doesn't sound much like the SDS does it? Nor the "communists." But it sounds like the American democratic process (Mainly because it is). For those of you who still say we are a bunch of subversives, why not get off your post-mortem posterior and come to a meeting, then you can find out for yourself.

If you still doubt about us, you would consider this: The administration, the faculty, local conservative groups and private citizens are working with us on "Earth Day," so we cannot be all bad.

Gold strike

Donations of Gold Strike stamps are needed to provide a bus for special outings for the patients at State Hospital South. This is your chance to do something to help in the treatment of mental patients, the nation's number one health problem.

Students who received traffic tickets are to take them to the office of the Director of Buildings and Grounds. They can either pay the fine at that time or work with the Student Appellate Court.

If physical exercise isn't your thing, there are a few of the letters that need to be sent off, posters to be made and people to help. If you have narrow-minded friends who would frown upon being associated with us, then just do your own thing on April 22. If your smoke, quit for the day. If you drive a car, why not ride a bike or walk?

Free parking 'costs' less

New traffic fines became effective March 2 which established penalties at $1 for a first offense, $2 for a second offense, $3 for third offense, $4 for fourth offense, $5 for fifth offense, $5 and sixth offense, loss of parking privileges on campus. Students who received traffic tickets are to take them to the office of the Director of Buildings and Grounds. They can either pay the fine at that time or work with the Student Appellate Court.

"If you have narrow-minded friends who would frown upon being associated with us, then just do your own thing on April 22. If your smoke, quit for the day. If you drive a car, why not ride a bike or walk?"

How can you help APPLE on "Earth Day"? For those people who really care if life is allowed to continue on this planet, come to a meeting.

If enough people are willing to do something we will have more than enough for you to do.

For example, if we can get enough support, we would like to pick-up all the trash along a road for one mile. Then we will take the loaded trucks down to the Capital Building to drive home the fact that something has to be done to stop littering.

"Gold Strike" (a symbol which is a peace symbol with stars and stripes) is a symbol used by the Communists. If Michael D. Plitch's foot is not a violation of the law, this will be another victory for the Communists.

Editor's Note

For Sale, Ski boots, Koflach "Gold Stars," (size 6, $40. Use 1968 graduate. Call 342-1842 or contact Barbara Bachman.

FREE PARKING

unforseen coincidence

One of your Keepsake dealers in the Boise Valley is
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JEWELERS

Downtown Boise

9th & Idaho

Terms: Of Course!
Judo team wins over Oregon State

The Boise State College Judo Club sent a team consisting of Don Davis, Jack Matlock, Mike Koto, Ken Wiscombe and Mike Harvey to Eugene, Oregon, February 24, to compete in the Northwest Collegiate Judo Championship. Other Schools competing were the College of Southern Idaho, Idaho State University, University of Oregon, Oregon State University, and the University of Washington.

The tournament was divided into the following weight classes. Under 134, 135-160, 161-174, 175-205 and over 205.

Ken Wiscombe took second place in the over 205 class. Don Davis took second place in the 175-205 class and Mike Koto took first place in the 135-160 class, which makes him eligible to attend the National Judo Championship to be held in Michigan.

In the team matches, BSC Judo Club narrowly won first place by defeating Oregon State 30-20 in the final.

Sir Jac

Sir Jac tailors this Sir Rain weather-watcher for good looks and long wear in 65% Dacron polyester/35% combed cotton poplin with a durable water-repellent finish. Color coordinated with Sir Jac's Koratron permanent press Ivy pants. Men's sizes 36-46. $18.98

Complete Formal Rentals

CAMPUS SHOP
Ph. 345-5201

Men's Wardrobe

Ski team finishes season with injuries

This year's ski team, under the coaching eye of a previous Sun Valley coach and a current BSC student, John Jonas, has represented BSC ill a number of ski events through the Northwest.

This year's returning ski racers include Jim Cronk, Brian Smith and Tab Morgan.

New team member Mike Lyons placed eighth in the Downhill along with Cronk who gained a second in the Slalom event at the Weber State Invitational held last weekend at Snowbasin, Utah.

Due to a cracked vertebra received in downhill practice at Bogus, Lyons was unable to attend the final race of the season held last weekend at Missoula, Montana.

At this NCAA qualifying race, Cronk suffered a broken leg when he crashed in practice for the downhill event last Friday.

On Saturday Smith disqualified on the first run, but finished 4th in his second run of the slalom.

Brian Smith skillfully attacks a giant slalom course at Bogus Basin's annual Cranston Cup, a nationally sanctioned qualifying race for the Senior Nationals. Smith, a member of the BSC ski team, placed well in the first run, but pushing hard for the combined title in his second run resulted in a fall. (Photo by Bill Richmond)